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NEW QUESTION: 1
The type of sensor that is designed to place a current-carrying
conductor between an intruder and an area to be protected is
known as a(n):

A. Microwave sensor
B. Capacitance sensor
C. Acoustic sensor
D. Vibration sensor
E. Electromechanical sensor
Answer: E

NEW QUESTION: 2
A Cisco UCS Administrator is planning to complete a firmware
upgrade using Auto install. Which two optionsare prerequisites
to run Auto Install? (Choose two.)
A. Time synchronization
B. Configuration backup
C. Minor fault fixing
D. Service profiles unmounted from the blade servers
E. Fault suppression started on the blade servers
Answer: A,B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference:
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/unified_computing/ucs/sw/
firmware-mgmt/gui/22/b_GUI_Firmware_Management_22/b_GUI_Firmware_Management_22_cha
pter_0101.pdf

NEW QUESTION: 3
Reputation analysis and recommended remediation steps are
examples of which customer cost saver?
A. Less time scoping a breach
B. Fewer resources to manage
C. Faster integration
D. Flexible licensing
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
In the HyperMetro dual-live scenario, the storage for Data
Center A and the storage group for Data Center B are built as a
cross-site cluster. The following description of the cluster
which is correct? (Multiple choice)
A. FC or IP can be used as the communication link between site
A and site B in the cluster: The FC link can provide higher
transmission efficiency, the IP link is easy to deploy without
distance restrictions.
B. All storage in the cluster provides an application server

with no difference in parallel access.
C. In the cluster, the controllers are equal. When one
controller fails, the cluster switches the service to a
lighter-loaded controller according to the load of each
controller.
D. Dual-active LUN on two storage arrays in a cluster form a
virtual dual-active LUN. Real-time mirroring keeps real-time
data of dual-active member LUN in both data centers in real
time.
Answer: B,D
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